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Optoelectronic devices based on films of lead chalcogenide
(PbX, X = S, Se, Te) nanocrystals (NCs) tend to degrade

rapidly in air because the short-chain organic capping ligands
commonly used to prepare conductive NC films provide meager
protection against oxidation.2�5 For example, exposing Schottky-
type PbSe NC solar cells treated with 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT, a
common ligand for making conductive PbX NC films) to air for
several minutes causes irreversible linearization of the current�vol-
tage characteristics and loss of photovoltaic action (Supplementary
Figure 1a, Supporting Information). Similarly, hydrazine-capped,
n-channel PbSe NC field-effect transistors (FETs)6,7 become p-type
and significantly more conductive after one minute in air (Sup-
plementray Figure 1b, Supporting Information). The poor oxidative
stability of PbSe NCs (and of nanoscale materials more generally) is
an obstacle to both practical applications and fundamental studies of
charge transport, doping, and junction formation in nanoscale
systems. On the other hand, this poor stability also makes PbSe
NC solids an important model system for testing strategies to
manufacture truly robust, functional NC materials.

Here, we overcome the instability of organic ligand-capped
NCs by preparing neat films of random-packed, electronically
coupled PbSe NCs using layer-by-layer dip coating8 and then
infilling the pores of these films with various inorganicmatrices—
including amorphous Al2O3 and crystalline ZnO—by low-tem-
perature ALD (<80 �C). The inorganic matrix acts to suppress

oxidative and photothermal degradation of the NCs and can
also reduce the size of the inter-NC tunnel barriers that govern
the motion of charge carriers, thereby improving carrier
mobility through the films. ALD is a stepwise chemical vapor
deposition method for depositing thin conformal films onto
nonplanar substrates with submonolayer thickness control, and
low-temperature ALD is of increasing importance for growing
high-quality films on topologically complicated substrates.9�16

ALD has been used to fill the pores of TiO2 NC films consisting
of NCs with diameters as small as 10 nm.17 More recently, ZnO
deposited by ALD at 100 �C was shown to penetrate CdSe
quantum dot films and increase film conductivity and carrier
mobility.18

Figure 1a illustrates our overall fabrication scheme and Figure 1b
shows an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) elemental depth
profile of a 330nm thickPbSeNCfilm (6.1 nmNCs,Eg = 0.678 eV)
infilled with alumina deposited by ALD of Al(CH3)3 and H2O at
70 �C. The presence of aluminum and oxygen throughout the NC
layer shows that alumina fills the nanoscale void network of the NC
film to the surface of the substrate (indium tin oxide (ITO) coated
glass in this case). The first few nanometers of alumina coat the
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ABSTRACT: Thin films of colloidal semiconductor nanocryst-
als (NCs) are inherently metatstable materials prone to oxida-
tive and photothermal degradation driven by their large surface-
to-volume ratios and high surface energies.1 The fabrication
of practical electronic devices based on NC solids hinges on
preventing oxidation, surface diffusion, ripening, sintering, and
other unwanted physicochemical changes that can plague these
materials. Here we use low-temperature atomic layer deposition
(ALD) to infill conductive PbSe NC solids with metal oxides to
produce inorganic nanocomposites in which the NCs are locked
in place and protected against oxidative and photothermal
damage. Infilling NC field-effect transistors and solar cells with amorphous alumina yields devices that operate with enhanced and
stable performance for at least months in air. Furthermore, ALD infilling with ZnO lowers the height of the inter-NC tunnel barrier for
electron transport, yielding PbSe NC films with electron mobilities of 1 cm2 V�1 s�1. Our ALD technique is a versatile means to
fabricate robust NC solids for optoelectronic devices.
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accessible internal surface of the film to make a three-dimensional
PbSe/Al2O3 inorganic nanocomposite. Further ALD ultimately
seals off the pore network and forms a capping layer of alumina
on the external surface of the film. The opposite slopes of the Al and
Pb data within the NC layer may indicate incomplete infilling of the
available pore space, probably due to diffusion limitations and the
greater chance for pores far from the film surface to be sealed off by
ALDbefore being completely infilled. It is also possible that theNCs
aremore densely packed toward the base of the film.We can control
whether a NC film is infilled or merely overcoated with alumina by
adjusting the purge time after awater pulse: a short purge time leaves
amultilayer of water on the film surface that reacts with Al(CH3)3 in
a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-like fashion to yield an oxide
overlayer without substantial pore filling. Overcoated films show
uniform, aluminum-free PbSe NC layers underneath the alumina
coatings (Figure 1c) and serve to rule out possible sampling artifacts
(such as ion-beam induced mixing) in the depth profile data of our
infilled samples.

ALD infilling of complete NC field-effect transistors yields
devices that are stable against oxidation. Figure 2 compares the
impact of air exposure on the performance of uncoated and
alumina-infilled PbSe NC FETs. Uncoated EDT-treated FETs
show ambipolar conductivity when measured in an oxygen- and
moisture-free (<0.1 ppm) glovebox,8,19,20 but these devices
degrade quickly in air, becoming more conductive, heavily hole
doped, and nearly unresponsive to applied gate fields after only

20 s of air exposure (Figure 2a,b). Our studies of EDT-treated
PbSe NC films show that oxidation is a two-stage process
consisting of (i) rapid (within seconds) oxidative desorption of
EDT and adsorption of O2 and H2O species that dope the film
with holes and increases its conductivity, and (ii) slow (over
months) formation of an oxide shell around each NC that
gradually decreases the film conductivity (see Supplementary
Figures 3�8 in the Supporting Information for details). Infilling
EDT-treated NC FETs with alumina prevents such oxidation by
forming a dense, conformal diffusion barrier over all accessible
internal and external surfaces of a NC device. Panels c and d of
Figure 2 show typical output and transfer characteristics of a NC
FET before ALD treatment, after depositing 10 nm of ALD
alumina at 27 �C, and after storing the infilled device in air for 34
days with periodic electrical testing. The ALD process preserves
the ambipolar characteristics of the original device because the
deposition temperature is low enough to avoid EDT desorption,
NC ripening, sintering, and etching, and the films are not
exposed to air prior to ALD infilling (our ALD chamber was
built in a glovebox). In air, the infilled FETs can operate as
ambipolar transistors for at least months without sign of oxida-
tion. Electron and hole field-effect mobilities calculated from the
transfer data typically double over the weeks following ALD
infilling (reaching up to 0.1 and 0.03 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively),
but this upward drift inmobility occurs for samples stored in both air
and the glovebox and so probably reflects some (as yet unexplained)

Figure 1. ALD-infilled NC solids as robust and functional granular electronic materials. (a) Conductive NC films made by ligand exchange with short-
chain organic molecules are infilled with metal oxides by low-temperature ALD, creating stable inorganic nanocomposites. Organic ligand exchange
reduces the inter-NC barrier width, while infilling with an appropriate inorganic material can lower the barrier height and boost carrier mobility. (b) XPS
depth profile of a PbSe NC film (330 nm thick film of formic acid treated, 6.1 nm NCs on an ITO substrate) infilled with ALD alumina at 70 �C. The
elemental profiles and constant Al:O ratio show that Al2O3 is present throughout the NC film. ALD infilling is a general process that works for many
different ligands, NC sizes, and deposition temperatures, including room temperature (Supplemental Figure 2, Supporting Information). (c) XPS profile
of an EDT-treated NC film overcoated (not infilled) with CVD Al2O3 at 70 �C in the same deposition chamber. The core levels plotted are Al 2p, O 1s,
Pb 4d5/2, In 3d5/2, and Sn 3d5/2.
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intrinsic aging process of the ALD-treated films rather than bona
fide oxidation (Figure 2e). By itself, alumina infilling at 27 �C has
little effect on the measured carrier mobility, but infilling at higher
temperatures tends to increase mobility values of EDT-treated
samples by up to an order of magnitude (Supplementary Figure
9, Supporting Information).We attribute the increased electron and
hole mobility after alumina infilling to trap passivation rather than
barrier lowering, since the effect depends on the ALD process
temperature and ligand treatment.

We also monitored oxidation optically by looking for steady
blueshifting of the first excitonic absorption peak, which is a typical
signature of increasing electronic confinement due to the buildup of
wide-band-gap oxides on the NC surface.21,22 Whereas uncoated
films show asymptotic blue shifts of 100�120 meV over the first
month in air, ALD-infilled films give either very small blue shifts
(<10 meV for 10 nm coatings deposited at 27 �C) or none at all
(for 20 nm coatingsmade at 27 �Cor for thinner coatings deposited
at >50 �C;Figure 2f and Supplementary Figure 10 in the Supporting

Information). The absence of any blue shift from the ALD infilling
itself suggests that the encased NCs are not oxidized by deposition
of the alumina coating. This is consistent with our XPS results
showing that the NCs are not oxidized by water exposure alone
(Supplementary Figure 4, Supporting Information). These results
confirm that ALD infilling with alumina can inhibit NC oxidation
without deleteriously affecting the electrical behavior of complete
NC devices. Moreover, this ALD technique is effective for a wide
range of NC sizes, capping ligands, and deposition temperatures
(Supplementary Figure 10, Supporting Information), making it a
general method for enhancing the stability and functionality of
electronic devices built from NC solids and other classes of
nanomaterials.

ALD alumina treatments can greatly improve the efficiency
and stability of Schottky-type PbSe NC solar cells. Our early
efforts to extend the ALD strategy to whole NC solar cells were
unsuccessful because the top metal electrodes block vertical
diffusion of ALD precursors into the underlying active area of the

Figure 2. Oxidation behavior of uncoated and ALD-infilled NC field-effect transistors. (a) Output curves of an uncoated, EDT-treated PbSe NC FET
before and after a 20 s exposure to laboratory air (6.1 nmNCs). The device, which shows ambipolar conduction before air exposure, becomes p-type with
increased conductivity and very poor currentmodulation after air exposure. Inset is a cartoon of the device. (b) Transfer curves of the device in its pristine
and oxidized states. VSD = +40 V. (c) Output characteristics of a second, identically prepared NC FETmeasured before ALD coating, after coating with
10 nm of Al2O3 at 27 �C, and after exposing the ALD-treated FET to air for 34 days. (d) The corresponding transfer curves at VSD = +10 V. (e) Electron
and hole mobility as a function of time after ALD coating: closed symbols, a device stored in air; open symbols, an identical device stored in a glovebox.
The first data point of each trace is the mobility before ALD treatment. VSD = +10 V. (f) Energy of the first excitonic transition of an uncoated film and
two ALD-infilled films versus time stored in air (6.0 nmNCs). Shift of the exciton to higher energy indicates oxidation of the NCs in the uncoated film;
this blue shift is suppressed by the 10 nm alumina coating and eliminated by the 20 nm coating.
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NC films. To overcome this problem, we developed a fabrication
protocol consisting of the following steps: (1) deposit the NC film
by dip coating; (2) infill the film with 2�3 nm of ALD alumina; (3)
evaporate the top metal electrode; (4) overcoat the entire device
with 20�30 nm of ALD alumina. These two ALD treatments have
complementary functions: the infilling step creates the inorganic
nanocomposite and alters the surfaces of theNCs to increase the cell
conversion efficiency, while the overcoating step creates a conformal
gas diffusion barrier that greatly enhances device stability.

The impact of the ALD treatments on the efficiency and
stability of 1,4-benzendithiol (BDT)-treated PbSe NC Schottky
cells (ITO/PbSe NCs/Ag) is illustrated in Figure 3. Devices that
are both infilled (I) and overcoated (O) show significant
increases in short-circuit current density (JSC), open-circuit
voltage (VOC), and fill factor, with typically twice the conversion
efficiency of identical devices prepared with no ALD treatments
(e.g., from 1.1% to 2.2% for the cells in Figure 3). Furthermore,
infilled and overcoated devices retain more than 95% of their
performance after 1 month of storage in air, while untreated
devices degrade within hours in air to ∼30% of their original
efficiency (and stabilize thereafter). Control devices that are
overcoated but not infilled show similarly improved stability but
without improved efficiency, suggesting that alumina deposited
onto complete solar cells acts primarily as a gas diffusion barrier
that dramatically slows oxidative degradation. In contrast, control
devices that are infilled but not overcoated show most of the
efficiency enhancement but with only slightly better stability
(degradation to ∼30% of initial efficiency in days instead of
hours); these observations support the notion that alumina in-
filling improves the electronic properties of the NC film and/or

the NC/metal junction but is too thin to stop oxidation. The
improved efficiency probably results from a combination of carrier
mobility enhancement via trap passivation and a larger built-in
voltage at the NC/Ag Schottky contact, although other mechan-
isms may also be active and are under investigation.

It is somewhat surprising that a 2�3 nm thick alumina coating
deposited on theNC film prior to evaporation of the silver electrode
improves device efficiency rather than greatly increasing the series
resistance and lowering JSC and efficiency. This can be understood if
the thin alumina films are either discontinuous, poorly resistive, or
readily punched through by the evaporated metal contact. We
observed that somewhat thicker alumina infilling dramatically
suppressed JSC and efficiency (Supplemental Figure 12, Supporting
Information), while very thick (>30 nm) alumina interlayers made
very resistive, nonfunctional devices. Transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) images verified that our ALD infilling process yields
conformal and continuous amorphous alumina films on BDT-
treated PbSe NCs (Supplemental Figure 13, Supporting In-
formation). Furthermore, planar alumina films on ITO substrates
were highly resistive (F > 1012 Ω cm) when measured with silver
paint or evaporated gold top contacts (Supplemental Figure 14,
Supporting Information). These resistivity values are in accord with
previous studies of the electrical properties of thin alumina films.23

However, we found that the through-plane resistivity of thin
(<30 nm) alumina films was very low (F < 105 Ω cm) when
evaporated silver contacts were used, suggesting that the evaporated
silver eats through thin alumina films during the deposition process.
On the basis of these observations, we believe that, at 2�3 nm, the
infilling layer is thick enough to fill the interstitial volume of the NC
film yet sufficiently thin to allow the evaporated silver contact to

Figure 3. ALD-treated PbSe NC solar cells. (a) Cartoon of the fabrication process. (b) Representative current�voltage curves for ITO/PbSe NC/Ag
Schottky solar cells with no ALD alumina treatment (gray curves) and with 3 nm of ALD infilling followed by 30 nm of ALD overcoating (red curves).
The ALD treatments double the device efficiency. The thicknesses of the ITO, NC, and Ag layers are 115, 145�150, and 45�50 nm, respectively (see
Supplemental Figure 11, Supporting Information). This device was measured before exposure to air. (c) Time traces of JSC, VOC, fill factor, and power
conversion efficiency for a set of devices prepared with no ALD treatment (black triangles), 3 nm infilling and no overcoating (diamonds), 30 nm
overcoating and no infilling (squares), and infilling plus overcoating (circles and red triangles). These devices were stored in the dark either in air or in a
glovebox, as indicated. NC diameter = 3.7 nm. ALD temperature = 54 �C.
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punch through the alumina shell that covers the topmost layer of
NCs and form a good electrical contact. Presumably the NC/Ag
interfacial region consists of a mixed PbSe/BDT/alumina layer
containing various intermediate phases.

ALD is widely considered to be too slow amethod for practical
manufacturing. Although we use ALD both to infill and overcoat
NC solar cells in this study, in practice the 2�3 nm infilling layer
would be deposited by ALD and the much thicker gas diffusion
barrier (the overcoat) could be made by a faster encapsulation
technique. Because it is only 2�3 nm thick, the infilling layer can
be deposited in minutes or less and is well suited to rapid, large-
scale batch fabrication or roll-to-roll manufacturing.24

In addition to inhibiting oxidation, ALD infilling is also
effective at preventing photothermal degradation of NC films.
NCs are inherently metastable objects because a reduction in
surface area will significantly lower their free energy.1 As a result,
NC films can sinter at temperatures far below the sintering
temperature of the corresponding bulk materials. We monitored
changes in the optical spectra of 150 nm thick films of 3 nm PbSe
NCs exposed continuously for 1 month to moderate heat
(50 �C) and UV light in a nitrogen glovebox (Figure 4). Spectra
of films with no ALD infilling exhibited a dramatic red shift and
broadening of the first exciton peak, indicating an increase in
both the average NC diameter and the diameter distribution.
Because films exposed to heat alone (no UV light) showed much
smaller red shifts and broadening after the same exposure time
(Supplemental Figure 15, Supporting Information), we attribute

most of the spectral changes to a UV-induced coarsening process
in which localized heating from the thermalization of hot excitons
promotes surface diffusion and NC sintering. ALD infilling
prevents such coarsening by encasing the NCs in an alumina
matrix, resulting in optical spectra that change very little in
response to heat and light soaking (Figure 4b). Slight red shifts
are observed for ALD-infilled films composed of very small NCs
(Figure 4c), presumably due to the presence of poorly infilled
domains within the very narrow void networks of these films.
ALD-infilled films of bigger NCs (diameters >5 nm) showed no
appreciable red shifting or broadening after photothermal testing
(Supplemental Figure 16, Supporting Information). Our results,
as well as the recent demonstration of >1000 h air and light
stability of 3% efficient heterojunction PbS NC devices,25 show
the excellent potential of PbXNC solar cells to achieve long-term
stability. Future heat, light, and humidity soaking will establish
whether ALD-infilled NC solar cells can meet the stringent
stability requirements of commercial photovoltaics.

We conclude by demonstrating that ALD infilling can increase
carrier mobilities in NC solids by reducing the effective height of
the inter-NC transport barrier. Figure 5 shows the output and
transfer characteristics of an EDT-treated PbSe NC FET infilled
with 1 nm of Al2O3 followed by 5 nm of ZnO at 75 �C. Prior to
infilling, this ambipolar device showed linear electron and hole
mobilities of 0.06 and 0.02 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively. Upon
infilling, the electron mobility increased by a factor of 17 to
1.05 cm2 V�1 s�1, while the hole mobility approximately
doubled. ZnO is expected to selectively lower the electron tunnel
barrier because its conduction band lies within 0.1�0.4 V of the
1Se level of large PbSe NCs at equilibrium.26,27 Such good
alignment of the ZnO and PbSe conduction band edges implies
a large difference in valence band energies and a substantial
barrier (>2 eV) to hole transport through the NC films. This
band energy alignment explains why the electron mobility
increases markedly while the hole mobility only doubles upon
ZnO infilling (the latter probably as a result of trap passivation).
FETs with channels composed of pure ZnO films (without NCs)
had much lower conductivity and electron mobility (<0.006 cm2

V�1 s�1), showing that the high electron mobility is a property of
the NC composite rather than the ZnO film itself (Supplemental
Figure 17, Supporting Information). XPS depth profiles verified

Figure 4. Arrested photothermal degradation of ALD-infilled NC films.
(a) Optical absorption spectra of an uncoated, EDT-treated film of 3 nm
PbSe NCs exposed to UV light (365 nm, 1.4 mW cm�2) at 50 �C in a
glovebox (1�5 ppm O2 and H2O) for 1 month. (b) Spectra of an
identical film infilled with 20 nm of Al2O3 deposited at 27 �C. (c) Energy
and (d) width of the first exciton absorption peak over time for both
samples. The ALD matrix greatly suppresses UV-induced coarsening of
the NCs. Film thickness: ∼150 nm.

Figure 5. ZnO-infilled NC FETs with increased electron mobility. (a)
Output curves for a NC FET with a channel composed of 6.1 nm PbSe
NCs capped with EDT and infilled with 1 nm of alumina followed by
5 nm of ZnO at 75 �C. The FET was then overcoated with 30 nm of
alumina to guarantee its air stability. (b) Plots of drain current ID versus
gate voltage VG for the FET before and after ALD coating. See
Supplemental Figure 19 (Supporting Information) for a plot of these
data on log�linear axes. Channel length = 25 μm. Channel width =
1000 μm.
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that these thin FET films could be infilled with both alumina and
ZnO (Supplemental Figure 18, Supporting Information). Inclu-
sion of a thin alumina interlayer between ZnO and PbSe was
necessary to reduce the conductivity of the FET channel to the
level where it could be effectively gated. Further study is needed
to better understand the internal nanoscale structure of these
infilled NC films in order to more rationally tune their electronic
properties. We note that Kovalenko et al. recently achieved high
electron mobility values by solution-phase exchange of organic
ligands with inorganic molecular chalcogenide ligands to pro-
duce all-inorganic CdSe NC solids.28 The use of high-mobility
NC composites should result in large improvements in the
photocurrent and efficiency of next-generation NC solar cells.

We have demonstrated ALD infilling as a versatile method for
making PbX NC-based electronic materials with enhanced
performance and unprecedented oxidative and photothermal
stability. The ALD coatings slow oxidation, prevent internal
atomic and molecular motion, and modify inter-NC barrier
heights, surface trap densities, and other electronic characteristics
of NC films. The unrivaled ability of ALD to conformally coat
nanostructured substrates with functional materials—including
semiconductors, metals, and catalyst layers—offers many excit-
ing opportunities to fabricate high-performance, robust nano-
materials for optoelectronics.
Methods. Chemicals. Lead oxide (PbO, 99.999%), selenium

(99.99%), oleic acid (OA, tech. grade, 90%), diphenylphosphine
(DPP, 98%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, tech. grade, >90%),
1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT, >98%),
formic acid (98%), acetic acid (99.99%), anhydrous hydrazine,
trimethylaluminum (97%), diethylzinc, and anhydrous solvents
were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. 1,4-Benzene-
dithiol (BDT) was acquired from Alfa Aesar and 1,5-pentane-
dithiol (>98%) from Acros.
NC Synthesis. PbSe NCs were synthesized and purified using

standard air-free techniques. In a typical synthesis, a solution of
1.09 g of PbO (4.9 mmol), 3.45 g of oleic acid (12.2 mmol), and
13.5 g of ODE was degassed in a three-neck flask and heated at
180 �C for 1 h to dissolve the PbO and dry the solution. Fifteen
milliliters of a 1 M solution of TOP-Se containing 0.14 g of DPP
(0.75 mmol) was then rapidly injected into this hot solution. The
NCs were grown for preselected times (1�15 min), and the
reaction was then quenched with a water bath and 20 mL of
anhydrous hexane. The NCs were purified by three rounds of
dispersion/precipitation in hexane/ethanol and stored in a
glovebox as a powder.
NC Film Deposition. A mechanical dip coater mounted inside

of a glovebox (DC Multi-4, Nima Technology) was used to
prepare PbSe NC films via a layer-by-layer procedure described
in detail elsewhere.2,29 Briefly, the substrates (glass, silicon,
quartz, or prepatterned FET or ITO substrates, cleaned by
sonication in acetone followed by rinses in acetone and isopro-
panol and drying under an N2 flow) were alternately dipped into
a 2 mg mL�1 solution of NCs in dry hexane and then a 1 mM
solution of the appropriate short-chain ligand in dry acetonitrile.
In the case of the butanedithiol and pentanedithiol treatments
(both nonvolatile ligands), a third beaker containing pure
acetonitrile was used to rinse the films after each dip in the
dithiol solution in order to remove any residue. We fabricated
films with thicknesses in the range of 20�350 nm (thin for FETs,
thicker for XPS, UV�Vis, and solar cell studies). This dip coating
procedure results in uniform, optically smooth, and crack-free
NC films.8,29 Films of oleate-capped NCs (“untreated films”)

were made by spin coating a 300 mg mL�1 solution of NCs in
octane at 600 rpm for 30 s, followed by 1200 rpm for 30 s.
Atomic Layer Deposition Infilling. Amorphous Al2O3 was

deposited in a homemade cold-wall traveling wave ALD system
within a glovebox from trimethylaluminum and water at a
substrate temperature of 27�75 �C and an operating pressure
of∼0.15 Torr. Pulse and purge times were 10 ms and 90�120 s,
respectively. The density of ALD alumina films made in this
temperature range is reported to be 2.5�2.75 g cm�3.9 Crystal-
line ZnO was deposited from diethylzinc and H2O at substrate
temperatures of 27�75 �C and an operating pressure of ∼0.15
Torr using pulse and purge times of 10 ms and 20�70 s,
respectively. ALD film thicknesses were determined via SEM
and ellipsometry on planar silicon substrates. ZnO crystallinity at
27�75 �C was confirmed by XRD.
Field-Effect Transistor Measurements. NC films were dip

coated onto degenerately doped silicon substrates that were
coated with a 200 nm thick thermal SiO2 gate oxide and
patterned with source/drain electrodes (5 nm Ti/35 nm Au,
10 or 25 μm channel length, 1000 μmwidth). Film thicknesses of
20�35 nm (<10 NCs thick) were used. Unwanted areas of each
film were removed with a swab. FET measurements were
performed in a glovebox with a homemade probe station using
a Keithley 2636A dual-channel SourceMeter driven by LabVIEW
software. Electron and hole mobilities μlin were calculated from
transfer curves acquired at positive and negative VSD, respec-
tively, according to the gradual channel approximation equation
in the linear regime

∂ID
∂VG

�
�
�
�
�
VSD ¼ comstant

¼ WCoxVSD

L
μlin

whereW is the channel width, L the channel length, and Cox the
capacitance per unit area of the gate oxide. The mobility data
reported here were reproduced at least three times.
Solar Cell Fabrication. PbSe NC films were deposited onto

cleaned, patterned ITO-coated glass substrates (12 Ω/square,
Colorado Concept Coatings) using layer-by-layer dip coating.
After the ALD infilling step, top contacts (45�50 nm Ag) were
evaporated through a shadow mask in a glovebox thermal
evaporator (1 � 10�6 Torr base pressure) at a rate of 1.0 Å s�1.
The ALD overcoating layer was then deposited over the com-
plete devices. Unwanted areas of each film were removed with a
razor blade. This procedure yields four devices per substrate,
each with an active area of 0.25 cm2.
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

characterization was performed on a Philips CM 20 operating at
200 kV. Optical absorption spectra were acquired with a Perki-
nElmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer operating in trans-
mission mode. Samples were sealed within cells consisting of
twomated 1.33 inch ConFlat sapphire viewports. Filmsmounted
in these cells show negligible oxidation after months of storage in
air. The cells were then opened and the films were stored in
ambient laboratory air and light for the duration of the oxidation
studies.
XPS was performed using a modified Physical Electronics

5600 XPS with monochromatic Al Kα radiation and a pass
energy of 29 eV. The films were found to charge slightly during
analysis, so spectra were aligned by placing the Pb 4f7/2 peak at
the lowest observed binding energy of 137.3 eV. The cluster tool
to which the XPS system is attached enables analysis of films
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without exposing them to air, as well as controlled exposures to
pure oxygen gas (99.9999%) or pure water vapor (subjected to
three freeze�pump�thaw cycles) via separate bleed valves in a
side chamber.
Electrical measurements were acquired in a glovebox with a

homemade probe station using a Keithley 2636A Dual-channel
SourceMeter for the solar cells and a Keithley 238 SMU for the
four-point samples (25 μm � 1000 μm electrodes on Pyrex
wafers). All samplesweremeasured at room temperature in ambient
laboratory light. Solar cells were tested under 100 mW cm�2

AM1.5G simulated sunlight (Newport model 91160). The
light intensity was calibrated with a pyroelectric radiometer
(model Rk-5710, LaserProbe, Inc.). Photocurrents were not
corrected for spectral mismatch between the solar simulator and
the true AM1.5G solar spectrum.
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